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Abstract 

The paper proposed pattern recognition method 
based on ICA (Independent Component Analysis) for 
EEG (electroencephalogram) signals d uring right and 
left hand motor imagery. ICA can separate unknown 
source signals from their mixture signals if they are sta-
tistically independent. Some effective features for pat田

tern recognition appear in the separated signals with 
scaling adjuster. In this paper， we try to discriminate 
EEG signals during left and right hand motor imagery 
based on ICA. As a r巴sult，we obtained the prospect 
concerning the construction of BCI system with the re-
liable pattern recognition method for discrimination of 
motor imagery. 

1 Introduction 

Classification of EEG signals is a di伍culttask， espe-
cially when the derived classification result is to be used 
to con七rolan electronic device， because in this case the 
classification h出 tobe performed on a single-trial basis 
(i.e. not averaged). Such a system， which transforms 
signals from the brain into control signals， is known as a 
brain-comp凶erinterface (BCI) [1]， [2]， [3]， [4]. We have 
also proposed a system based on AR model. The learn-
ing effects of subjects were investigated [5]. For the 
single-trial signal recognition method， many methods 
have been proposed. One of these methods is ICA (In-
dependent Component Analysis) [6]. We also reported 
on characteristic of source extraction about sound sig-
nals by the previous study [7]. It is one important 
出 pectthat the number of source signals was able to 
estimate by the scale adjusting method. 
In this paper， we attempted to extend previous study 

to EEG signal analysis. As the result， the characteristic 
patterns such as the large amplitude signals or the pulse 
shape were confirmed in EEG signals during motor im-
agery. EEG signals during left and right hand motor 
imagery were discriminated based on the number of the 
large amplitude signals or the pulse shap巴.
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Fig. 1: ICA model 

2 Independent Component Analysis 

The mixture signal x(t) = [Xl(t)，・・・ ，XM(t)]T is ex-
pressed as 

x(t) = As(t) (1) 

where s(t) [Sl(t)，・・・ ，sN(t)f denotes unknown 
source signals and A denotes a unknown mixing ma-
trix (Fig. 1). ICA can estimate the sources s(t) that 
are statistically indepe~dent. The separate signals 
y(t) = [Yl(t)γ ・ ，Y M (t)]" ， the estimated of source sig-
nals s( t)， are expressed as follows. 

y(t) = Wx(t) (2) 

where W = [Wl，... ，wMf denotes a d由em凶D】X山E

The matrix W is estimated by ICA a叫19orit出hmssuch a笛S 

Fa出S杭stlばICAa叫19ori川t山hm訂m[何問6同].In this paper， we use FastICA 
to EEG for estimation of同人

2.1 FastICA 

The FastlCA algorithm is based on a fixed-point it-
eration scheme for finding a maximum of the nongaus-
m凶 yof the separated signals [6]. Under七he槌 sump-
tion that all the whitened mixtures are zero-mean and 
unit variances， the FastICA algorithm is formulated as 

W~ = E [xg (w;x)] -E [g' (w;x)] W n (3) 

W:': 
Wn =ー7ii (4) 

Ilw~ 1I 



where wπis a demixing weight vector， g(.) is nonlinear 
function，ダ(-)is its di百ere凶 alfunction r巴spectively
The separated signals by using FastICA are obtained 
one by one. 

In order to solve the scaling indeterminacy， a method 
using the inverse of the demixing matrix W-l has been 
proposed as follows. 

vn(t) = W-1[0，... ，0，Yn(t)，0，・・.，OJT (5) 

Vπ(t) is un叩 lelyexpressed as a product of the source 
signal and the transfer function [6J 

3 Separation Performance of ICA 
Dependent on the N umber of 

Sources 

We apply ICA under回 sumptionthat the number of 
source signals is basically equal to the number of ob-

served signals. However， because sources of EEG signal 
are unknown， the separated signals obtained by ICA 
might noもbethe presumption signal of a source signal. 
This chapter describes the sound simulation to confirm 
the separation performance of ICA dependent on the 
number of the source signals [7J 

3.1 The simulation specification 
T he simulation specification is under the 3 situations. 

N shows the number of source signals and M shows the 
number of observed signals. 

.N=M  

.N<M  

.N>M  

The source signals are sound signals (human voice， car， 
station， factory). The sampling frequency was 8 kHz， 
and the data length was 2 sec. The mixture signals were 
produced under the linear mixture model using the mix-
ture matrix A given at random. Nonlinear function of 
FastICA algorithm w槌 g(仇)= tanh (仇)， convergence 

c∞ω伽叫叫Oω∞州叫n吋叫l吋凶d出i伽

was 3000 

3.1.1 The Case of N = M 

This simulation is carried out under the condition of 
N = M = 5 in a noiseless environment. In七hiscase， the 
output signals using FastICA algorithm and the scaling 
adjuster coincident with the all sourc巴S

3.1.2 The Case of N < M 

Under the condition of N = 4 and M = 5， the final 
outputs using the FastICA and the scaling adjuster give 
4 source signals and 1 false signal. Under N = 2， the 
output signals are 2 source signals and 3 null signals 
Fig. 2 shows sources， mixtures and separated signals 
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Fig. 2: Simulation of sound signals 
(Left column: Source signals， Center column: Mixture 

signals， Right column: Separated signals) 

under N = 2. From these results， it is found that the 
FastICA algorithm and the scaling adjuster works well 
to recover the source signals even if N < M. 

3.1.3 The Case of N > M 

Under the condition of N > M， it is found that F出

tICA algorithms can not give precise estimates， but the 
final outputs closer to the sources than mixtures. 

3.2 The Estimation of The N umber of The 
Source Signals 

It is found that the number of source signals can be 
estimated from these results. The case of N < M， 
the number of large amplitude signals is the number 
of source signals. The case of N > M， we get larg巴
amplitude signals and false signals by increasing sensor 
to N < M. The number of large amplitude signals is 
the number of source signals at the time. It is found 
that the number of source signals can be estimated by 
counting the large amplitude signals. 
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4 乱1ethodand恥1aterials

Three subjects (06k4， 06n5， 06u6: 20-24 years old) 
participated at this study. All were right-handed and 
free of medication. We experiment left and right hand 
movement imagery 

4.1 Experimental Paradigm 
During the experiment， the subject fixated a com-

puter monitor 100 cm in front of him. Each trial w出

8000 ms long and started with the presentation of a 
fixation cross at the center of the moni七or，followed by 
a short warning tone (beep) at 2000 ms (Fig. 3). At 
3000 ms， the fixation cross was overlaid with an arrow 
at the center of the monitor for 1250 ms， poin七ingeither 
to the left (←) and to the right (→). Depending on the 
direction of the arrow，七hesubject was instructed to 
imagine a movement of the left hand or the right hand. 
Prior to the experiment， each subject w槌 giventhe 
opportunity to practice and perform actual movements 
of the left hand， right hand and right foot according to 
the arrow direction displayed on the monitor. Feedback 
(FB) consisted of a bar-graph is presented a七thecenter 
of the monitor from 5000 ms to 8000 ms. There were 
two types of sessions: in the initial sessions， data were 
collected for the creation of a subject-specific cl出 sifier‘

and， therefore， no feedback was provided. In the fol-
lowing feedback sessions， the classifier was then used to 
classify the subject's EEG on-line while he imagin巴dthe 
requested kind of movement， and feedback was given to 
the subject槌 describedabove. All subjects participate 
in 10 sessions， all on different days. Each session con-
sisted of 3 experimental runs of 60 trials (30 'left' and 
30 '均ht'trials) and lasted for about 40 minutes. The 
sequence of each trials， as well as the duration of the 
breaks between consecutive trials (ranging between 500 
and 2500 ms)， were ra吋 omizedthroughout each ex-
perimental rUIl. And after the second session， the feed-
backs are executed based on the parameter estimated 
from the previous session's data. 

4.2 EEG Recording and Data Acquisition 
Two types of EEG recording method were adopted 

(Fig. 4). One is a small Laplacian filtered signal (8L) 
used for the on-line classifier based on statistical pat-
tern recognition method. The other is a monopolor 
signal used ICA. The processing signals are composed 
by each region. For example， channel C3 consisted from 
following 5 electrodes. 
yg3 

: an electrode placed C3 
Y'} an electrode placed 2.5cm anterior to C3 
Y[J : an electrode placed 2.5cm posterior to C3 
Y'l : an electrode placed 2.5cm left to C3 
u日 anelectrode placed 2.5cm right to C3 
By using these electrodes， small Laplacian filtered sig】

nal was derived as follows， 

Y = yg3 
- (y'} + y[J + y'l + y完)/4 

bnep 4
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Fig. 3: Timing chart 

Fig. 4: Electrode position 

On the other hand， a monopolor signal was recorded by 
difference with referenc巴 electrodeA2 of each. In case 
of electrode， 

y = y':l-A2 

Channel C4 and Cz are derived in the same way. The 
EEG signals are amplified and band-pass filtered from 
0.5 to 300 Hz by Nihon Khoden amplifier and then sam-
pled at 500 Hz. 

4.3 Pattern Recognition Method Based on AR  
民10del

The FB consist巴dof bar-graph which is made of the 
difference between left and right hand likelihood. The 
subjects were trained for th巴experimentby confirming 
FB on the monitor. The likelihood is estimated by sta-
tistical method based on AR model. 
The EEG signals are assumed to be generated from an 
autoregressive (AR) model， 

Yt = 1ンjYt-j十 Vt

J= 1 

②=[ゆ1，ゆ2，・・・ ，ゆmf
Zt-1 = [Yt-1，Yt-2，・・・ ，Yt-mf 

Vt = N[Vt; 0，ρl 

(6) 

where Yt is the observed EEG signal at time t， and Vt 
is the independent random variable with normal distri-
bution. A feature vector is defined as follows. 

。=[φT，pF



The first m observations Yl， Y2， • .. ， Ym serve笛 initial
conditions for the eq. 6， following equation is assumed. 

P(Yl"Y2，・・・ ，Ym，Ok) = P(Yl， Y2， 00.  ， Ym) . P(Ok) (7) 

And it is assumed that the feature parameter 0 in the 
cl舗同 (ω1:left hand motor imagery W2: right hand 
motor imagery) is deterministic. This assumption is 
expressed as follows. 

P(ZN/ωk) = P(ZN /Ok) ZN = {Yl， Y2，・，YN} (8) 

These assumptions yield the following explicit expres-
sion for the conditional probability density functions. 

叫M仏町Zゐ制仙叫N川山山/μ似ω凶昨k

侃叫叶叶p[サ[-一立丸t孟会主 (Yt什い(ωωト山U仇rけパt-<t一寸吋φ《I勾九引叫d叶一→斗J斗I)♂イ)2イ宮1(但9)

The purpose of this paper is to identify the human's 
will (right hand or left hand motor imagery) by using 
3 channels EEG signals C3， C4 and Cz. Therefore， 
following Bayes decision rule is adopted to each channel. 

r=argIIlpPT(tdk/ZN)(10) 

In this case we assume Pr(ωd = Pr(ω2) = 0.5. Fur-
thermore， the element of eq. 10 each class of means 
likelihood. 
For the estimation of parameters， following likelihood 
function is considered. 

Np 

Li=乞lnp(Zfv/ωk) (11) 

where Np is the number of samples of given class k 

and Zfv is j-th sample of channel C3， C4 or Cz. To 
maximize the criterion function Li， partial di狂'erentia-
tion of Li with respect to each parameter is done and 
then equated to zero. Then the obtained simultaneous 
equations are solved to give rise the below equations. 
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Now， applying Bayes rule to the eq. 10 and substituting 
eq. 12， the concrete decision rule is obtained. 

k* = argm;:x {一号竺ln(九)

N 、
-Ej;乞 (Ytー釘Zt_l)2~ 

r 拘 t=m+l ) 

(13) 

5 Feature Extraction for EEG Signals 

Our research purpose is feature extraction of EEG sig-
nals during left or right hand motor imagery. At first， 
we applied FastICA to observed EEG signals. One ex-
ample of this process is shown in Figs. 5-7. Fig. 5 
shows observed EEG signals and Fig. 6 shows sep-
arated signals. In addition， Fig. 7 indicates scaling 
adjusted signals 'which taking essential information of 
source signals. The data length is 2 sec (1000 point) 
and convergence condition of FastICA is the same one 
in section 3.1. 

5.1 Number of Large Amplitude Signals 
The scale adjusted signals compose some large ampli-

tude signals and some tiny amplit凶 esignals (e.g. Fig 
7). Large amplitude signals are considered to be source 
signals from the result of sound simulation study men-
tioned in chapter 3. Fig. 8 shows averages of the num-
ber of the large amplitude signals in the experiment. In 
subject 06n5， the contralateral state can be confirmed 
from C3 set and C4 set. Figs. 9， 10 show the difference 
of number of large amplitude signals in all sessions. It 
was found that the more subject repeat the session， the 
more this difference of the feature becomes large. By 
using this feature， we could distinguish between left and 
right hand motor imagery in subject 06n5 with nearly 
the accuracy of 90 %錨shownin Fig. 11. On the other 
hand， it is difficult to extract this feature in the other 
subjects. In subject 06u6， a significant di征'erencebe-
tween left and right motor imagery appears， although 
contralateral characteristics is not observed. In subject 
06k4， such a phenomenon is not observed. 

5.2 N umber of Pulse Waves 
he pulse shape could be observed from some of the 

separated signals with scaling adjuster in this exper-
iment. There is a difference of the number of pulse 
shape between left and right motor imagery. This mean 
and standard variance show in Tables 1， 2. By using 
Bayesian decision rule including these features， we got 
recognition rate about 80 % in subject 06n5 (Fig. 12). 

5.3 Comparison with Pattern Recognition 
Based on AR  Model 

Fig. 13 shows classification accuracy of pattern recog-
nition based on AR model. The accuracy by using these 
features (see section 5.1 and 5.2) are low accuracy com-
pared with the accuracy based on AR model. However， 
the accuracy by using these features denotes the same 
tendency of the accuracy based on AR model. This 
fact suggests that the source signals estimated by ICA 
have some kinds of biological meanings. These methods 
have the possibility that the weak point can be mutu-
ally covered. Therefore， improvement of BCI system is 
expected to be possible by using these features based 
on the proposed method 
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6 Conclusions 

This paper proposed pattern recognition methods 
based on ICA that has scaling adjuster in order to an-
alyze EEG signals during right and left hand motor 
imagery. We adopted FastICA出 anICA algorithm， 
and applied our method to real EEG signals. After the 
scaling was adjusted， some of the separated signals has 
large amplitude， and some of the separates signals has 
tiny amplitude. Furthermore， the pulse shape were ob-
served in some of the separated signals. It is confirmed 
that we can distinguish more accurately between right 
and left hand motor imagery in a certain subject， by 
using the number of the large amplitude signals or the 
pulse shapes. The accuracy by using these features (see 

Fig. 8: The number of the large amplitude signals 
(3 subjects: (06k4， 06n5， 06u6 from above)) 

Table 1:τrend of the number of pulse: mean 

StartPoint 

O 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 
7 

8 

(Subj配 t:06n5， Session: 10) 

C与L C3-R C4-L C4-R 

7.03 4.98 1.82 2.46 
6.08 5.56 1.83 2.28 
6.61 3.90 2.31 3.16 
8.89 3.71 2.22 5.16 
10.46 4.21 1.68 10.21 
12.40 5.03 1.39 11.54 
11.98 4.20 1.04 11.46 
10.90 2.89 0.87 12.66 
9.18 2.47 0.56 9.50 

Table 2: Trend of the number of pulse: standard vari-
ance 

(Subject:06n5， Session:lO) 

StartPoint 

0 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

C3-L 
12.12 
10.14 
11.21 
12.93 
14.15 
14.62 
14.70 
13.79 
13.02 

C3-R 

10.23 
10.48 
9.03 
7.39 
6.75 
7.20 
6.63 
5.82 
6.50 

C4-L 
5.57 
5.42 

4.99 
5.47 
4.66 
4.81 
3.95 
3.23 
2.14 

C4-R 
6.10 
6.21 
6.77 
7.39 
8，19 
8.92 
8.59 
8.68 
9.19 

section 5.1 and 5.2) are low accuracy compared with the 
accuracy based on AR model. However， the accuracy 
by using these features denotes the same tendency of 
the accuracy based on AR model. This fact suggests 
that the source signals estimated by ICA have some 
kind of biological meanings. These methods have the 
possibility that the weak point can be mutually covered. 
Therefore， improvement of BCI system is expected to 
be possible by using these features based on the prcト
posed method. 
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